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Abstract—Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms have recently been proposed to solve dynamic radio resource management (RRM) problems in beyond 5G networks. However, RL-based solutions are still not widely adopted in commercial cellular networks. One of the primary reasons for this is the slow convergence of RL agents when they are deployed in a live network and when the network’s context changes significantly. Concurrently, the open radio access network (O-RAN) paradigm promises to give mobile network operators (MNOs) more control over their networks, furthering the need for efficient and RL-based network management. O-RAN’s standardized interfaces will allow MNOs to make real-time custom changes to intelligently control various RRM functionalities. We consider a RAN slicing scenario in which MNOs can modify the weights of the RL reward function. This enables MNOs to change the priorities of fulfilling the service level agreements of the slices. However, this results in a practical challenge since the RL agent needs to adapt promptly to the changes made by the MNO. This challenge is addressed in this paper, where we first present and discuss the results from an exhaustive experiment to examine the efficiency of using transfer learning (TL) to accelerate the convergence of RL-based RAN slicing in the considered scenario. We then propose a novel predictive approach to enhance the TL-based acceleration by selecting the best-saved policy for reuse. By adopting the proposed policy transfer approach, RL agents are able to converge up to 14000 learning steps faster than their non-accelerated counterparts. The proposed machine learning (ML)-based predictive approach also shows up to a 96.5% accuracy in selecting the best expert policy to reuse for acceleration.

Index Terms—O-RAN, RAN slicing, resource allocation, predictive transfer learning, accelerated reinforcement learning, 6G.

I. INTRODUCTION

Next-generation wireless networks will have to deal with growth and heterogeneity on many levels. This includes growth in mobile data traffic and a higher density of mobile users. This also involves a variety of radio access technologies, services, and applications. As a result, various objectives, such as low latency, high reliability, and throughput need to be fulfilled simultaneously based on the service used. Moreover, resource allocation should be dynamically optimized based on the changing network conditions. Nevertheless, given the inherent uncertainty of wireless network environments, conventional approaches for resource management that require perfect knowledge of the network are inefficient [1]. Machine learning (ML), and specifically reinforcement learning (RL)-empowered next-generation wireless networks are vital due to the following reasons [2], [3]:

- **Network Complexity**: Next-generation networks (NGNs) will be more complicated due to the aforementioned reasons. In such complex deployment scenarios, estimating the optimal performance is computationally infeasible given its many-sided heterogeneous nature. ML, however, can address the network complexity while providing competitive performances.
- **Model Deficiency**: Modern cellular networks have been designed with many assumptions to approximate the end-to-end system behaviour using simple modelling approaches. ML-based approaches can be employed to capture the underlying unknown dynamic networks’ non-linearities.
- **Algorithm Deficiency**: The optimal algorithms are too complex to be practically implemented in some network scenarios. This result in system designs that most likely rely on heuristics based on simple rules. ML can strike the right balance between acceptable system performance and complexity in such cases.

RL algorithms have recently gained wide attention in the wireless networks domain [4]. They are considered promising approaches to solving dynamic Radio Resource Management (RRM) problems in NGNs. RL algorithms can deal with the multifaceted complexities of wireless network environments given their capabilities to build an approximate and continuously updated model of such environments. The open radio access network (O-RAN) paradigm will allow the network to be more customizable. It will also enable data-driven network management [5]. With O-RAN, NGNs will include generic modules and interfaces for data collection, distribution, and processing [6]. This way, the mobile network operators (MNOs) will have more control over the network.

In this paper, we consider a radio access network (RAN) slicing scenario in which MNOs can change the priorities of fulfilling the service level agreements (SLAs) of the available slices [7]. This can be done by tuning the weights of the corresponding KPIs in the RL reward function for each slice. Different deployments and operators may have different preferences that change over time. However, changing the reward function weights can drastically change the system’s performance. This raises a practical challenge as the RL agent needs to adapt quickly to such changes. In such cases, MNOs need an efficient way to accelerate the RL agent to quickly
RL convergence acceleration behaviour when using the policy slicing. In this study, we focus on analyzing and enhancing the convergence in deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-based RAN solutions. Given such a scenario, we present an evaluation methodology to examine the convergence behaviour of the accelerated RL algorithms when policy transfer is applied.

Transfer learning (TL) is one of the commonly used approaches to accelerate RL convergence in the wireless networks’ domain [9]. One of the main categories of TL is policy transfer. In policy transfer, the policy of a previously trained RL agent, namely an expert agent, is used to guide the exploration phase of a learner agent instead of learning from scratch. The work presented in this paper is related, but quite different from our previous work in [10]. In our previous work, we only investigated the viability of employing TL to address slow convergence in deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-based RAN slicing. In this study, we focus on analyzing and enhancing the RL convergence acceleration behaviour when using the policy transfer approach of TL in a specific O-RAN scenario.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We present an O-RAN slicing scenario in which MNOs can change the weights of the RL reward function, and consequently, the priorities of fulfilling the slices’ SLAs. Given such a scenario, we present an evaluation methodology to examine the convergence behaviour of the accelerated RL algorithms when policy transfer is applied.
- We perform a thorough analysis of around 3400 simulation runs to study the efficiency of using policy transfer to accelerate RL-based RAN slicing. This includes analyzing the RL convergence speed gains when using a policy reuse approach. This also considers the effect of the distance between the reward function weight vectors of expert and learner agents on the reward convergence error of the accelerated learner agents.
- We propose a novel predictive approach to enhance policy transfer acceleration in RL-based RAN slicing. We specifically propose to save the policies of several expert RL agents that are trained using different network slicing reward weights. When a new reward function weight combination is set by the MNO, an ML-based approach is used to select the expert policy with the least expected reward convergence error. This is vital to efficiently accelerate a learner agent when an MNO changes the reward function weight vector that reflects the priority of the various slices’ SLAs fulfillment. We train multilayer perception (MLP) and extremely randomized trees (extra-trees) regressor models and compare their performance with a Euclidean distance metric.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to 1) identify the need, and propose TL, to mitigate convergence problems of RL-based O-RAN slicing when MNOs change the reward function weights for different network slices, and 2) propose a mechanism to efficiently accelerate RL for this purpose by using a novel form of predictive TL. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give an overview of the problem. Section III discusses the related work. The system model, the acceleration approach, and the experimental setup are described in Section IV. In Section V we propose an approach to enhance policy transfer acceleration of RL-based RAN slicing. Section VI provides the reader with a thorough analysis of the results. Lastly, our work is concluded, and some future directions are presented in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Radio Access Network Slicing

Both radio access and core networks are considered parts of the end-to-end network slicing, each with a slightly different optimization goal [11]. Network slicing’s objective is to share the physical infrastructure among several services. In this paper, we mainly focus on the RAN part of network slicing. RAN slicing is mainly concerned with two RRM functionalities, slice admission control, and resource allocation. Slice admission control allows an infrastructure provider to accept or deny a service provider’s slice request. While slice resource allocation is concerned with assigning the available physical resource block (PRBs) to the slices approved by the admission control function. An overview of RAN slicing and its main functionalities are depicted in Fig. 1.

The available resources at a given time are significantly affected by the stochastic channel quality. Moreover, they are affected by the time-varying user demands for the provided services. The traffic demand for each type of service is dynamic and cannot be easily predicted, particularly in the short term. At the beginning of a slicing window, the available limited resources are assigned among the admitted slices. These allocated resources are expected to enable the services provided by the admitted slices to comply with their different QoS requirements given the dynamic network conditions. The exact requirements are defined by the SLAs and should not be violated by the infrastructure provider, otherwise monetary penalties may be enforced. Hence, RAN slicing cannot tolerate the long RL exploration phase and this poses many challenges for RL-based RAN slicing solutions.

B. Reinforcement Learning-based Slicing

6G networks are expected to have ubiquitous intelligence. They are also expected to adopt an open architecture. This allows a customizable AI-native RAN slicing [12]. Accordingly, various ML-based approaches have been recently proposed to solve RAN slicing-related problems [13]. The most important feature that distinguishes RL from the other types of ML is that it evaluates the actions taken rather than specifying correct actions [14]. RL does not require complete knowledge of the RAN system or prior knowledge of the network. Both requirements are inefficient and infeasible for stochastic environments such as RANs in NGNs. Thus, RL is an attractive approach to solve the resource allocation problem in RAN slicing [15], [16].

An RL-based RAN Slicing controller typically interacts with the RAN environment bidirectionally as seen in Fig. 2. At any
C. Transfer Learning-Accelerated RL-based RAN Slicing

Slow convergence of RL algorithms is a challenge that relates to the number of learning steps needed to find a good set of radio resource allocation configurations given the various system states. This can happen while training, when the agents are newly deployed in a live network, and when the network’s context changes significantly [8]. The RL agent needs to observe a representative variety of the RAN system’s possible states several times. The learning happens by iteratively updating a value function until convergence. This process is referred to as the exploration phase. The value function gives an estimate of the expected return if the agent starts in a given state or state-action pair, and then acts according to a particular policy.

TL expedites the learning of new target tasks by exploiting knowledge from related source tasks [17]. This can shorten the learning time of ML algorithms and enhance their robustness to changes in wireless environments. TL is widely used in image object classification, where pre-trained top-performing models are used as the basis for image recognition and related computer vision tasks. This includes but is not limited to, initializing an artificial neural network (ANN) with the architecture and weights from such pre-trained models. This is done to accelerate the training of an object classifier using a local dataset that might include a different set of objects. TL techniques have recently emerged as potential solutions to RL practical challenges such as the long exploration phase in the constantly changing wireless environments [9].

TL in RL is further categorized based on the knowledge being transferred, and when and how to transfer such knowledge. Policy transfer is a class of TL in which a source policy is transferred to an agent with a similar target task [9]. In policy reuse, one of the policy transfer sub-categories, a source policy that is learned by an expert agent is directly reused to guide the
target policy of a learner agent [9]. The expert RL agent learns until converging to a good policy, while the learner RL agent reuses the expert policy, $\pi_{\text{Expert}}$, to tackle the practical challenge of RL slow convergence. This can be configured in different ways. As shown in Fig. 3, this could be done by initializing the target policy at a learner base station (BS) with the learned source policy from an expert BS as follows [10]:

$$\Pi_{\text{Learner BS}}(t=0) = \Pi_{\text{Expert BS}}(t=N)$$

(1)

where $N$ is the number of learning iterations carried out by the RL agent at an expert BS until convergence as defined in Table I.

### III. RELATED WORK

TL has been gradually used in the wireless networks domain. This includes but is not limited to, BSs switching, indoor localization, and intrusion detection [17]. However, most of these studies mainly use the supervised setting of TL. More recently, some wireless network researchers started to employ TL to accelerate the learning process in their RL-based solutions [8], [9]. The authors of [18] proposed two Q-learning-based techniques to address interference mitigation in an mmWave network with beamforming and NOMA. One of these techniques employs TL to speed up RL convergence. The expert agent is trained to solve a user-cell association problem. Then, a learner agent uses such knowledge to solve joint user-cell association and selection of number of beams problem to cover the associated users. Furthermore, the work in [19] applies TL to make the system more prone to variation in network status and topology and to improve the training process efficiency. The authors employ generative adversarial networks (GANs) to capture unchanging features in different network environments and utilize them to accelerate the training process.

Moreover, the work presented in [20] proposed deep transfer RL-based joint radio and cache resource allocation. The authors reported that the proposed approach resulted in better network performance and faster convergence speeds. Furthermore, the authors of [21] developed a TL mechanism to enable aerial vehicles (AVs) to exploit valuable experiences. This helps in accelerating the training process when the AVs move to a previously unseen environment. Additionally, the authors of [22] discuss the idea of changing the parameters of a reward function to balance the QoS requirements of users and system energy consumption. The authors combine relational DRL with TL to address the insufficient generalization ability and the slow recovery when exposed to new conditions. Finally, it is worth noting that other researchers address the issue of RL slow convergence using approaches such as heuristics and meta-learning [23]–[29]. However, the focus of this paper is the efficient use of TL as it is one of the commonly used approaches in the wireless networks’ domain [9].

The reviewed studies mainly use TL to accelerate the learning process of RL-based RRM-related solutions without paying attention to the efficiency of the acceleration process. Unlike these studies, we focus on analyzing and enhancing the efficiency of the TL-based acceleration of RL convergence in RAN slicing. We propose a novel predictive approach that selects the best-saved policy out of several stored policies for more efficient RL-based acceleration. We also consider a vital deployment scenario of the O-RAN paradigm where MNOs can change the priorities of fulfilling the available slices’ SLAs. These priorities are mostly assumed as constants when considered in other studies [27]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research study to address the abovementioned aspects in the context of RAN slicing in next-generation wireless networks. The authors of the reviewed studies can, for instance, revisit their work using our proposed modules to account for efficient RL-based acceleration and to enable reward function weight change by MNOs.

### IV. POLICY TRANSFER FOR ACCELERATING RL-BASED 6G RAN SLICING

#### A. System Model

As mentioned in Section I-A, resource management for network slicing can be considered from several perspectives.

---

**TABLE I: List of Symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>RL agent’s policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of RL agent’s learning iterations until convergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Number of slices sharing the available bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Available bandwidth shared among slices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x(a)$</td>
<td>An instance of slicing PRB allocation configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>Possible slicing PRB allocation configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Inverse form of latency of the available slices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Importance of the latency for each slice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta(t)$</td>
<td>System state at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_i$</td>
<td>Bandwidth allocated to slice $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>Contribution to traffic load within a time window for each slice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E(\cdot)$</td>
<td>Expectation of the argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_i$</td>
<td>Reward function weight for slice $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Coefficient of determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\text{Residual}}$</td>
<td>Residual sum of squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\text{Total}}$</td>
<td>Total sum of squares associated with the outcome variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_i$</td>
<td>Predicted values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_i$</td>
<td>Ground truth values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Number of observations in supervised learning training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II: Simulation Parameters and RL Agent Design Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) RAN Slicing Simulation Parameter Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Allocation Window Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Interarrival Time Distribution (Expert and Learner Agents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size Distribution (Expert and Learner Agents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Expert and Learner Agents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) RAN Slicing RL Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RL Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RL Algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Time Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Expert Agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Learner Agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon Decay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate (alpha)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, we focus on the downlink case of the radio access part, and more specifically the RAN slicing resource allocation problem. The main goal is to allocate the limited PRBs to the available slices, maintaining an acceptable spectral efficiency (SE) while keeping an acceptable delay, and generally, quality of experience (QoE) satisfaction. Given the list of symbols in Table I, the slice resource allocation problem can be mathematically formulated as follows [10], [28]:

There exists a set of $S$ slices that share the available bandwidth $B$. A parameter that controls the number of PRBs allocated to each slice needs to be optimized for each slice. This can be described by the vector $x \in \mathbb{R}^3$. At a given instance, a RAN slicing controller decides to choose a specific slicing PRB allocation configuration, i.e. $x(a)$, out of the $X$ possible configurations, where $a = 1, 2, 3, ..., X$. Based on such a decision, the system performance is affected. For the purpose of this paper, the system performance is represented in terms of the latency of the admitted slices and can be represented by a single value as follows:

$$f(x(a), \theta(t)) = \alpha L \in \mathbb{R},$$

where $L$ is a function that represents an inverse form of the latency of the available slices, while $\alpha$ represents the importance of the latency for each slice. Moreover, $\theta(t)$ is the system state at time $t$. This function is unknown to the controller, therefore it can not explicitly relate input to output and can only observe the function’s outcome. The system state can be represented by the traffic load, the channel quality, or other external factors that might affect the RAN system performance. The majority of these variables evolve in a way that is hard to infer theoretically, especially in time scales of seconds or shorter. The RAN slicing controller explores different slice allocation configurations and observes the corresponding system performance in search of the optimal configuration that maximizes the performance, i.e.,

$$\hat{x} = \arg\max_x f(x)$$

B. Mapping to Reinforcement Learning

Based on the model defined in Section IV-A, an RL agent would take an action at the beginning of each slicing window to decide the PRB allocation for each slice; $b = (b_1, ..., b_S)$, subject to $b_1 + ... + b_S = B$. Such action is taken based on the observed system state, defined in this paper as the contribution to traffic load within a specific time window for each slice, $d = (d_1, ..., d_S)$. We define the reward function as the weighted sum of an inverse form of latency as detailed in Section IV-E1b:

The goal is to maximize the long-term reward expectation,

$$\mathbb{E}\{f(x(a), \theta(t))\},$$

where the notation $\mathbb{E}(\cdot)$ is the expectation of the argument, that is,

$$\arg\max_x \mathbb{E}\{f(x(a), \theta(t))\} = \arg\max_x \mathbb{E}\{\alpha L(x(a), \theta(t))\}$$

This allows the agent to learn a policy, $\pi$, that takes a state $d$ as input and outputs an action, $b = \pi(d) \in A$, to maximize reward, $R$. The key challenge to solve lies in the time-varying demand in terms of traffic models and the number of users for each service type. The optimal solution for the problem can be precisely calculated by carrying out an exhaustive search. In such a case, all the possible allocations should be considered at the beginning of every slicing window and the corresponding system performance should be noted. This approach, however,
is computationally expensive and practically infeasible. Hence, RL is a good alternative to solve the problem. The RAN slicing RL design parameters are highlighted in Table II-(b).

C. Simulation Environment

Reproducing an existing RL-based RAN slicing solution is not straightforward due to the lack of RL-based RRM benchmark environments that can be easily integrated and reused out of the box. Hence, the algorithms and environment implementations will vary. We improved the OpenAI GYM-compatible RL environment that was initially implemented in our previous research study, [10]. The improved implementation of the environment is available on GitHub\(^1\) This allows further analysis and comparison of the various RL convergence acceleration approaches in RAN slicing.

The simulation environment was changed to support interfaces that enable the MNOs to change the SLA fulfillment priorities of the available slices. This was done by allowing the change of reward function weights. Such interfaces also enable the consultation of supervised models to select the best policy to load given a certain reward function weight vector. With the rise of the O-RAN paradigm, this is a vital scenario that will be more feasible in 6G networks. We also made the following changes:

- We changed the environment state representation to reflect the slices’ contribution to the overall traffic load within a previous time window instead of the number of packets.
- We updated the scheduling algorithm to support scheduling multiple transmissions per transmission time interval (TTI) if resources were available (i.e. PRBs).
- A user priority mode was added as a scheduling setting so that if on, the transmissions belonging to one user are given priority within the same TTI if resources were available.
- We updated the environment so that the unsatisfied users who have multiple unfulfilled transmission requests leave the system.
- The reward function was updated to reflect more control over the effect of getting closer to the minimum acceptable threshold of each slice’s SLAs.

D. Transfer Learning Evaluation Setup

We conducted an exhaustive experiment to investigate the transferability of various expert policies when accelerating RL-based RAN slicing via policy reuse. We mainly focused on the scenario when an MNO needs to change the priorities of the various slices, and hence, the weights of the reward function. To do so, we followed a similar acceleration approach to the one mentioned in Section II-C but to extensively study the reward convergence behaviour of the accelerated learner agents. This constitutes a step towards a more efficient way for acceleration when the context changes. It provides insights into how to choose an expert policy to use for acceleration when an MNO decides to change the slices’ priorities. We started with training and saving 16 basic models, namely the expert models, using a limited number of reward function weight-combinations as seen in Table II-(b). The policies of each of these trained models are then reused to initialize the policies of 106 learner agents reflecting 106 different reward function weight combinations as defined in the table. The evaluation process includes accelerating 3392 RL learner agents in total via policy reuse. We used two RL algorithms, and hence, we employed policy transfer to accelerate 1696 agents per RL algorithm.

We use settings that are known to be used in slicing-related studies for better interpretability of TL efficiency results. Moreover, we run a large number of simulations to be confident about the generality of our analysis and approach as described in the next sections. The round-robin algorithm is one of the common scheduling algorithms that ensure fairness [16]. We used it as the scheduling algorithm per slice similar to the case in [29]. We simulated a scenario with three types of services; voice over LTE (VoLTE), video, and ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC). The prevalent 4G networks mainly classify services into voice and best effort, hence it is hard to have access to live network traces of the services addressed in this paper. Therefore, we decided to use traffic that follows known mathematical models similar to those in [29].

User requests are generated based on the distributions shown in Table II-(a). In such cases, URLLC users generate the largest, but the least frequent packets compared with users of the other services. VoLTE users generate the smallest packets, while video packets are the most frequently generated ones. Users belonging to the same slice share bandwidth equally. More specifically, the round-robin scheduler is used within each slice at the granularity of 0.5 ms. Moreover, the slicing window size is 40 scheduling time slots. In other words, the RL agent takes an action to adjust the PRB allocation to each slice every 20 ms. We summarize the parameters used to create the environment and train various RL agents in Table II-(b).

We used two RL algorithms to train and accelerate the RL-based RAN slicing agents, namely Q-Learning and state-action-reward-state-action (SARSA). The implementation of both is available on GitHub\(^2\). The implementation was adopted and modified to accommodate the acceleration process using the policy reuse approach of TL. The trained expert policy is loaded to initialize the learner agent’s policy. Moreover, a decaying epsilon greedy is incorporated to better control the exploration-exploitation behaviour of the RL agent. Finally, the code was modified to log the various learning steps’ relevant information for better tracing and debugging. The two aforementioned RL algorithms are used to decide the percentage of PRBs to be allocated to each slice. Afterward, round-robin scheduling is followed within each slice. The non-accelerated agents were compared against their accelerated counterparts having the same reward function weights. The accelerated agents were guided by policies from the 16 saved basic models. Each one of these basic expert models has a different reward function weight vector.

\(^1\)Available at [http://www.github.com/ahmadnagib/TL4RL](http://www.github.com/ahmadnagib/TL4RL)

\(^2\)Available at [https://github.com/dennybritz/reinforcement-learning](https://github.com/dennybritz/reinforcement-learning)
function. However, the agent’s convergence to the optimal policy after following another set of weights for a given time. In addition, the changes made by an MNO needs to be as fast as possible. Therefore, the RL agent’s recovery to an optimal policy after reconfiguring the reward function weights will lead to taking non-optimal actions for a long duration.

It is expected that the reward distribution of the learner agents will vary from the expert agents as the reward function weights are changed intentional by the MNO. This can happen when a new RL agent is deployed from scratch at a BS. This can also happen when the MNO decides to change the slices’ priorities by changing the reward function weights after following another set of weights for a given time. In this paper, we present a RAN slicing scenario in which the MNO reconfigures the weights of the RL reward function. This scenario happens after deploying the RL agent in a live network. After reconfiguring the reward function weights, the policy that has been followed by the RL agent can lead to non-optimal resource allocation actions. Hence, if the RL agent does not recover quickly to an optimal or a near-optimal policy, this will lead to taking non-optimal actions for a long duration.

In this study, we give more weight to latency in deciding the system’s performance, and hence the reward function is purely represented in terms of latency for better TL efficiency results’ interpretability. As a result, such non-optimal actions taken by the agent will lead to non-optimal latency performance. Therefore, the RL agent’s recovery to an optimal policy after the changes made by an MNO needs to be as fast as possible. It is worth noting that the issue of slow convergence of RL agents is not directly related to the latency defined in the reward function. However, the agent’s convergence to the optimal solution will lead to the best performance in terms of slices’ latency. Accordingly, the faster the agent’s convergence, the better the slices’ latency performance. We also assume that the policies learned by the expert agents are saved and can be loaded by a learner agent before the latter starts the exploration process.

1) Expert and Learner Agents Settings:

a) Reinforcement Learning Agents: We decided to employ the policy learned by the expert agents to be later transferred to initialize all the learner agents’ policies. In the case of Q-Learning and SARSA, this means initializing the Q-tables of the learner agents. Q-learning and its variants are among the most popular RL algorithms that have shown impressive results in RL-based RRM-related studies [4]. It gained popularity as it allowed the development of an off-policy temporal difference (TD) algorithm. It is sample efficient, and any policy can be used to generate experience. However, Q-learning variants still lack convergence guarantees for non-linear function approximators. Hence there is still room for improving the convergence performance using approaches such as policy transfer. Our framework supports any other RL algorithms via OpenAI Gym standardized interfaces [30]. For instance, we also used SARSA as it has a different value function update procedure. This allowed us to examine the effect of using a different algorithm on the acceleration process.

We mainly focus on analyzing and enhancing the acceleration process when using different reward function weights. Hence, when we configured the RL settings, we intended to have a configuration that converges to the optimal solution for all the non-accelerated agents. The expert and learner agents hyperparameters are shown in Table II. We used smaller values for the exploration rate (epsilon), and larger values for the learning rate when accelerating the learner agents. This setting is used to accelerate the deployed learner agents’ adaptation to the new context taking advantage of the knowledge captured by the expert policies.

b) Reward Function: We used the reward function stated in Table II. Based on the system performance function defined in Table II. Based on the system performance function defined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert Agents Reward Function Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[0.1, 0.1, 0.8], [0.1, 0.8, 0.1], [0.8, 0.1, 0.1], [0.6, 0.2, 0.2], [0.2, 0.6, 0.2], [0.8, 0.2, 0.6], [0.4, 0.3, 0.3], [0.3, 0.4, 0.3], [0.2, 0.4, 0.2], [0.4, 0.2, 0.4], [0.4, 0.3, 0.3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner Agents Reward Function Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[0.1, 0.5, 0.4], [0.5, 0.1, 0.4], [0.1, 0.4, 0.5], [0.3, 0.333, 0.3333], [0.8, 0.1, 0.1], [0.4, 0.5, 0.1], [0.4, 0.4, 0.2], [0.4, 0.1, 0.5], [0.4, 0.2, 0.4], [0.4, 0.3, 0.3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Reward Function Weight Combinations of Expert and Learner Agents

E. Reinforcement Learning for Network Slicing

We use the RL mapping defined in Section II-B for both the expert and learner agents. The objectives of both the expert and the learner agents are the same. As seen in Table II, we use 106 reward function weight combinations to simulate a wide range of possible MNO configurations of the slices’ priorities. This enables us to observe the reward function weight vectors and study their effect on the learner agents’ reward convergence, and hence, acceleration. The 3392 simulation runs executed allowed us to assess our proposed approach’s capacity for generalization.

It is expected that the reward distribution of the learner agents will vary from the expert agents as the reward function weights are changed intentionally by the MNO. This can happen when a new RL agent is deployed from scratch at a BS. This can also happen when the MNO decides to change the slices’ priorities by changing the reward function weights after following another set of weights for a given time. In this paper, we present a RAN slicing scenario in which the MNO reconfigures the weights of the RL reward function. This scenario happens after deploying the RL agent in a live network. After reconfiguring the reward function weights, the policy that has been followed by the RL agent can lead to non-optimal resource allocation actions. Hence, if the RL agent does not recover quickly to an optimal or a near-optimal policy, this will lead to taking non-optimal actions for a long duration.

In this study, we give more weight to latency in deciding the system’s performance, and hence the reward function is purely represented in terms of latency for better TL efficiency results’ interpretability. As a result, such non-optimal actions taken by the agent will lead to non-optimal latency performance. Therefore, the RL agent’s recovery to an optimal policy after the changes made by an MNO needs to be as fast as possible. It is worth noting that the issue of slow convergence of RL agents is not directly related to the latency defined in the reward function. However, the agent’s convergence to the optimal solution will lead to the best performance in terms of slices’ latency. Accordingly, the faster the agent’s convergence, the better the slices’ latency performance. We also assume that the policies learned by the expert agents are saved and can be loaded by a learner agent before the latter starts the exploration process.

1) Expert and Learner Agents Settings:

a) Reinforcement Learning Agents: We decided to employ the policy learned by the expert agents to be later transferred to initialize all the learner agents’ policies. In the case of Q-Learning and SARSA, this means initializing the Q-tables of the learner agents. Q-learning and its variants are among the most popular RL algorithms that have shown impressive results in RL-based RRM-related studies [4]. It gained popularity as it allowed the development of an off-policy temporal difference (TD) algorithm. It is sample efficient, and any policy can be used to generate experience. However, Q-learning variants still lack convergence guarantees for non-linear function approximators. Hence there is still room for improving the convergence performance using approaches such as policy transfer. Our framework supports any other RL algorithms via OpenAI Gym standardized interfaces [30]. For instance, we also used SARSA as it has a different value function update procedure. This allowed us to examine the effect of using a different algorithm on the acceleration process.

We mainly focus on analyzing and enhancing the acceleration process when using different reward function weights. Hence, when we configured the RL settings, we intended to have a configuration that converges to the optimal solution for all the non-accelerated agents. The expert and learner agents hyperparameters are shown in Table II. We used smaller values for the exploration rate (epsilon), and larger values for the learning rate when accelerating the learner agents. This setting is used to accelerate the deployed learner agents’ adaptation to the new context taking advantage of the knowledge captured by the expert policies.

b) Reward Function: We used the reward function stated in Table II. Based on the system performance function defined...
in Section [V-A] the reward function was improved to reflect more control over the effect of getting closer to the minimum acceptable threshold of each slice's SLAs as follows:

\[
R = \sum_{s=1}^{[S]} w_s \frac{1}{1 + e^{-c_1 s + (l_s - c_2 s)}} , \text{ that is,}
\]

\[
R = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-c_{1\text{VolTE}} + (l - c_{2\text{VolTE}})}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{-c_{1\text{URLLC}} + (l - c_{2\text{URLLC}})}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{-c_{1\text{Video}} + (l - c_{2\text{Video}})}}
\]

We designed sigmoid function-based [31] rewards to fulfill that purpose. In this study, we focus on the delay requirements, so we used latency as a variable. Such a reward function penalizes actions that come close to violating slices’ latency requirements. Two parameters, \(c_1\) and \(c_2\), are configured to tune the shape of the function. \(c_1\) reflects the point from where the slope of the sigmoid function begins to change for the first time. This defines when to start penalizing the agent’s actions. While \(c_2\) represents the inflection point, i.e., the lowest acceptable delay performance for each slice based on the slice’s SLAs. We use different, but constant, \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) values for each slice type.

The weights of the reward function are adjustable to allow the MNOs to prioritize some slices over others. This will lead to a change in context and the actions taken based on the policy at hand may lead to extreme performance drops. We explore the effect of accelerating the agent with knowledge from already trained agents, namely expert agents, having different slice delay weight combinations in their reward function when trained. Table [III] lists the base weights used in the expert agents’ reward functions and those of the learner agents to be accelerated by the expert policies.

e) Traffic Load Model: We generated one traffic model per service for the expert and the learner agents as seen in Table [II](a). It is represented in terms of inter-arrival times, and packet sizes.

V. PREDICTIVE POLICY TRANSFER FOR ACCELERATING RL-BASED RAN SLICING

A. Network Slicing SLAs and Weights of RL Reward Function

It is practically vital for an MNO to have the ability to tune the weights of an RL agent’s reward function. This enables the MNO to change the priority of fulfilling the SLAs of the admitted network slices. This is important as different services might have similar traffic patterns but significantly different network requirements. For instance, two massive machine-type communications (mMTC) deployments may have the same traffic pattern. However, each of them can have a significantly different latency tolerance depending on the exact application. If both slices are treated equally as generic mMTC slices in the RL reward function, this will lead to unnecessary over-provisioning of resources to the more delay-tolerant slice. This would also lead to SLA violations in the less delay-tolerant slice when resources are scarce. Enabling MNOs to modify the slices’ weights in the reward function allows for more efficient use of the available spectrum and results in fewer SLA violations and consequently fewer monetary penalties. However, changing such weights can drastically change the system’s performance. Hence, MNOs need an efficient way to accelerate the RL agent so that it quickly recovers to a good policy.

B. Proposed Approach

Based on the analysis results, we propose a data-driven novel approach to select the expert policy with the least expected reward convergence error to be used to accelerate a learner agent. We specifically build ML models based on the expert and learner agents’ weight vectors and compare their performance to that of a distance metric. These trained models predict the expected convergence error of accelerating a given learner agent using a certain expert policy when the context changes. Having such a model will allow the MNOs to estimate the expected convergence error when reusing each of the saved expert policies. Hence, they can choose the one with the minimum expected error to load for guiding the learner agent of interest, allowing more efficient policy reuse acceleration. We specifically propose the following procedure:

1) First, an MNO chooses a group of expert policies that have the minimum relative convergence error and store them.

2) Before the MNO decides to change the slices’ weights, in other words, slices’ delay SLAs fulfillment priorities, the switch to the new reward function weights should be scheduled.

3) Scheduling such a change should trigger an automated process. Such a process should employ an ML-based model previously trained using data collected via O-RAN interfaces. The model predicts the expected convergence error of using all the stored expert models to accelerate a learner agent that includes the provided scheduled weights in its reward function.

4) Based on the predicted errors, the stored expert policy with the least error will be chosen.

5) At the scheduled weight change time, the chosen expert policy should be loaded to initialize the policy of the learner agent and guide the exploration phase as soon as the context changes.

6) Concept drift can happen if the network conditions are significantly different from those experienced when training the prediction model. Hence, it is important to update the model whenever any drifts are detected. The performance of the various expert policies concerning guiding the learner agents should be regularly logged. This info should serve as feedback to be used to update the ML-based models for up-to-date reward convergence error predictions.
C. Models and Evaluation Metrics

As part of this paper, we propose an approach to choose the policy to load when an MNO changes the reward function weight vector. To do so, we explore three different types of models. The first uses a simple metric, the second is based on a traditional ML approach, and the third is based on a deep learning approach. This allows us to analyze how a representative sample from each of these three categories performs. This also enables us to observe whether a simple metric can get a performance that is comparable to the more sophisticated ML approaches.

In the first model, we use a simple Euclidean distance measure as a baseline. In such a case, the distances between the weight vectors of the learner agent of interest and all the stored expert policies are calculated, and hence, the one with the least distance is chosen. We then investigate whether we can get a relatively higher accuracy for choosing the best-saved policy. Thus, we proposed to leverage the embedded intelligence of the O-RAN and make use of ML approaches to predict the expert policies’ convergence errors and choose the best policy.

For that purpose, we propose the extremely randomized trees (extra-trees) regressor as the traditional ML method. Extra-trees regressor is based on the commonly used, and flexible, decision trees. It is an ensemble learning method that is faster to train than methods such as random forest while maintaining comparable accuracy [33]. We also employ automated machine learning (AutoML) [34] to search for a good-performing traditional ML approach. We used an AutoML tool called H2O [35]. Such a tool trains several model types, and several hyperparameter settings for each model type. Extra-trees regressor was among the well-performing models trained by H2O. Thus, H2O allowed us to further optimize the extra-trees regressor model with the goal of minimizing the regression error.

Finally, we propose to train a multilayer perceptron (MLP) model to reflect one of the potential deep learning architectures. MLP is one of the common data-driven approaches used in supervised learning tasks given multi-attribute network data [36]. Our implemented framework supports the adoption of and comparison against other approaches. This can be other deep learning approaches such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), other traditional ML approaches, or even non-ML approaches. Using other ML approaches and other hyperparameter settings will lead to a different prediction performance in terms of regression error for instance. Since we propose to load the policy with the least expected error, this will affect the accuracy of our proposed ML-based predictive policy transfer approach. Hence, a model that combines a low root mean squared error (RMSE), and a high coefficient of determination ($r^2$ score), as defined later in this section, is expected to have the highest expert policy prediction accuracy. Such a model should always be selected to be used for reward convergence error prediction. Exhaustively comparing the various ML-based methods for predicting the convergence error is an interesting area to explore. However, it is not the focus of this paper. We specified multiple values for the different parameters of the trained MLP and applied a grid search through them. The best hyperparameter settings among the ones tested are shown in Table IV.

The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the built ML models [37]. The test split of the dataset is used to compare the model’s predictions against the ground truth to calculate both the $r^2$ scores and the RMSE. Additionally, the accuracy of choosing the expert policy with the least reward convergence error is also evaluated.

1) Coefficient of Determination: $r^2$ score indicates the proportion of the variance in convergence error that is explained by the model. It is normally a number between zero and one. The closer the value to one, the better the performance of the regression model. $r^2$ score can be calculated as follows:

$$r^2 = 1 - \frac{SS_{\text{residual}}}{SS_{\text{total}}}$$

where $SS_{\text{residual}}$ is the residual sum of squares, and $SS_{\text{total}}$ is the total sum of squares associated with the outcome variable.

2) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): RMSE is a measure of accuracy used to compare prediction errors of different regression models for a particular dataset. RMSE represents the quadratic mean of the differences between predicted values and observed values. In general, a lower RMSE is better, and it can be calculated as follows:

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\bar{y}_i - y_i)^2}$$

where $\bar{y}_i$ represents the predicted values, while $y_i$ represents the ground truth values, and $n$ is the number of observations.

3) Expert Policy Prediction Accuracy: The built models are then used to predict the reward convergence error for the stored expert policies given a certain learner agent’s reward function weight vector. Hence, the expert policy with the least predicted convergence error is selected for acceleration via policy reuse. The accuracy of such selection is the main concern of our work. It constitutes a significant step towards having more efficient acceleration. We also compare the accuracy of the ML-based models to that of the simpler Euclidean distance baseline.

All the experiments carried out in this study including the ones for building the ML models were carried out on a Linux machine having 8 CPUs, 64 GB of RAM, and NVIDIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV: Multilayer Perceptron Hyperparameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 dense hidden layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First hidden layer: 6, Second hidden layer: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Squared Error (MSE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden layers: ReLU, Output layer: Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Epochs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 for each run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation Split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% of the training data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% of the dataset, 10-fold cross validation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE V: Transfer Learning Acceleration Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of expert models that resulted in better convergence per learner agent (out of 16 expert models)</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Number of learner agents improved by a certain expert model (out of 106 learner agents) | 76  | 24  | 47   | 49    |
| Number of learning steps reduced                                                                         | 14000 | 4500 | 7377 | 6900  |

GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU. Keras, with TensorFlow as the backend, and sklearn are the Python packages used to implement the deep learning models and the extra-tree regressors respectively.

VI. RESULTS

A. Reward Convergence Behaviour

We first explored the reward convergence behaviour of the learner agents when policy transfer is employed to initialize the policy of a learner agent using the saved expert policies. Fig. 4 shows such behaviour for 4 samples out of the 106 learner agent contexts when accelerated using all the expert policies. All the sub-figures also show convergence behaviour when the learner agent is left to learn from scratch without any guidance from the expert policies. It is evident from the figures and the statistics compiled in Table V that the non-accelerated versions of the learner agents need more learning steps to converge compared with their accelerated counterparts. The non-accelerated version, visualized in solid lines in all four figures, takes an average of 7377 learning steps more than its accelerated counterparts to converge. Some of the accelerated versions can take up to 14000 steps less than their non-accelerated counterparts to converge.

Moreover, the statistics suggest that at least one of the 16 expert models improved convergence when used to accelerate the 106 learner agents compared with the non-accelerated versions. This is mainly due to two reasons, the first is that the accelerated versions make use of the existing knowledge of the expert agents. The second is that the accelerated versions are configured to minimize exploration. This is necessary, as the context of the network changes, to avoid any rapid drops and instabilities in the system performance. However, as shown in Fig. 4 and mainly due to such restriction on exploration, several accelerated learner agents could not converge to the optimal reward. The error in the reward convergence value can reach 30 as seen in Fig. 4c where the agent accelerated by the expert policy of weights: \( w_{\text{VoLTE}} = 0.1, w_{\text{URLLC}} = 0.2, w_{\text{Video}} = 0.7 \) converged to a local maximum of almost 50 instead of 80.

We meant to use the same initial RL configurations for all the trained agents to highlight the importance of the RL hyperparameter tuning. This includes the learning rate, the exploration rate, the exploration decay factor, and others. The results indicate the sensitivity and importance of hyperparameter optimization in accelerating and stabilizing the agents’ learning process. The process of hyperparameter setting is time-consuming. Even the automation of such a process is not straightforward and is computationally expensive. This requires an efficient way to choose the best policy to guide any given learner agent when the context, such as the slices’ priorities, changes without having to deal with the costly online hyperparameter tuning process. More interestingly, Table V suggests that every expert policy out of the 16 saved ones failed to improve the acceleration of, at least, 30 of the learner agents. This is also evident in Fig. 4 when compared with their non-accelerated counterparts. The results reemphasize the importance of having an accurate expert model selection approach to guarantee a better RL exploration performance.

It can be noticed from Fig. 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d that the difference between the weight vectors of the learner and the expert agents may have an impact on the accelerated agent’s reward convergence behaviour. For instance, in Fig. 4d the learner agent accelerated by the expert policy having weight vector of \( w_{\text{VoLTE}} = 0.1, w_{\text{URLLC}} = 0.7, w_{\text{Video}} = 0.2 \) has a poor convergence performance. Nonetheless, the learner agent accelerated using expert policy having a weight vector of \( w_{\text{VoLTE}} = 0.25, w_{\text{URLLC}} = 0.7, w_{\text{Video}} = 0.05 \). The main difference, that can be noticed here, is the distance between the weight vectors. The second expert agent’s weight vector is much closer to the weight vector of the learner agent. We continue to analyze the correlation between such distance and convergence performance in the next section.

B. Error and Distance Correlation

We also compiled the simulation data and calculated the distance between the weight vectors of the learner and expert agent for each run. We measured the Euclidean distance between two weight vectors as follows:

\[
\delta(w_1, w_2) = \sqrt{\sum_i (w_{1i} - w_{2i})^2}
\]

where \( i \) is VoLTE, URLLC, and video, and

\[
\sum_i (w_{1i} - w_{2i})^2 = (w_{1\text{VoLTE}} - w_{2\text{VoLTE}})^2 + (w_{1\text{URLLC}} - w_{2\text{URLLC}})^2 + (w_{1\text{Video}} - w_{2\text{Video}})^2
\]

We also compared the reward convergence of the accelerated and the non-accelerated agents of each run to calculate the error in reward convergence. This allows us to explore TL’s potential to guide the learner agents when the context changes. The error is measured as follows:

\[
\xi = \max(r_{\text{learner}}) - \max(r_{\text{expert}})
\]

where \( \xi \) is the error in the convergence reward value, \( \max(r_{\text{learner}}) \) is the optimal convergence reward value of the non-accelerated learner agent, while \( \max(r_{\text{expert}}) \) is the optimal
Fig. 4: Cumulative reward over 100 learning steps for 4 different contexts, i.e., different slice weight combinations.

Fig. 5: Scatter plot of reward convergence error and the distance between the weight vectors of expert and learner agents’ reward functions.

convergence reward value of the agent accelerated using an expert policy. Both values are calculated over 100 learning steps.

The error is correlated to the distance as seen in Fig. 5. The figure shows a scatter plot of the reward convergence error plotted against the distance between the reward function weight vectors of the learner and the expert agents. Each point represents one simulation run where one of the base expert policies is used to initialize the policy of the learner agent instead of learning from scratch. This is done using both Q-learning and SARSA algorithms. However, the correlation is not linear. Regression estimates are also plotted in the figure for both the Q-learning and SARSA data points. Such an estimate will still lead to large prediction errors if it is purely used to predict the expected error, and hence, deciding which expert policy to reuse, i.e., to maximize the learner agent’s reward and minimize the convergence error.

In Fig. 6, we show two-dimensional heat maps of reward convergence error of 4 different saved expert models when used to accelerate a subset of the learner agents. We focus on the last two weights in the weight vectors, in other words, \( w_{\text{URLLC}} \) and \( w_{\text{Video}} \). It is still evident that the distance between the learner and expert agents’ weight vectors affects the conver-
Fig. 6: Heat maps of reward convergence error of different saved expert models used to accelerate learner agents when the context changes, i.e., the MNO changes the slice priority configurations. Each sub-figure reflects a specific expert weight vector.

gence error of the learner agents. For instance, Fig. 6a shows the error when the expert model having $w_{URLLC} = 0.1, w_{Video} = 0.8$ is used. The learner agent trained using the same reward weight vector is represented by the bottom right square of the heat map. Its colour reflects a small error. Similarly, all the heat map squares close to it seem to have small error values. On the other hand, the square on the top left, i.e., $w_{URLLC} = 0.8, w_{Video} = 0.1$, furthest from the $w_{URLLC} = 0.1, w_{Video} = 0.8$ square has the highest error. The other figures show similar behaviour concerning the expert and learner agents’ location on the heat map grid.

This distance-error correlation is mainly due to the influence of the reward function weights on the performance of the network system and hence the rewards that will be received by the agents. Therefore, with a slight difference in the weight vector, the reward distribution will not be very different. This will allow the learner agent to converge in a few learning steps without having to explore much. However, when the weight difference is big, the Q-tables will be different and exploration is much needed for the learner agent. Given that the learner agents’ exploration is restricted to avoid sudden drops in the system performance, they will probably converge to a local maximum in this case.

C. ML-based Predictive Policy Transfer Performance Discussion

We trained the models mentioned in Section V-C to solve the regression problem of predicting the reward convergence error. We then applied the predictive policy transfer procedure proposed in V-B to efficiently accelerate RL-based RAN slicing by picking the least error expert policy. Although they are related, we are more concerned with the expert policy prediction accuracy out of the metrics mentioned in V-C. This is the main metric that will decide whether a good policy will be reused to guide a learner agent when an MNO changes the weight vector of the reward function.

We followed a 10-fold cross-validation approach and calculated the performance metrics listed in Table VI using both the MLP and the extra-trees regressor models. We also show the accuracy when we purely use the Euclidean distance to decide the best expert policy to load. The distance metric,
conforming to our analysis, can still get a very close performance to the other two more complex models. However, we can get a very good accuracy using the extra-trees regressor that mainly fits several randomized decision trees. The MLP had an intermediate performance and needs more expensive hyperparameter tuning to get close to the performance of the extra-tree regressors. In Fig. 7, we show the performance of one of the built deep learning models. The plot affirms the relatively lower $r^2$ values of the trained MLP regression models compared with the extra-tree regressor models as Table VI depicts. Although the high convergence error data points are scarce, the trained models still managed to have a very promising end-to-end expert policy prediction performance.

### VII. Conclusion and Future Work

The work in this paper addresses one of the key practical challenges that are faced when deploying RL-based RRM solutions in dynamic wireless network environments. We conduct an exhaustive experiment to analyze the performance of accelerating RL agents using policy transfer. We mainly consider an O-RAN scenario in which MNOs change the SLAs’ fulfillment priorities of the available network slices. It is evident that the distance between the reward function weight vectors of the learner and the expert agents has a significant effect on the reward convergence behaviour. Our analysis shows a high, though non-linear, correlation between the reward convergence error and the Euclidean distance between the weight vectors. We then propose an ML-based mechanism to enhance the acceleration performance of RL-based RAN slicing agents using a novel form of predictive TL. This constitutes a key step toward robust intelligent resource management in O-RAN. We argue that it is inevitable to enhance the TL-based acceleration approaches for RL to find its way to RRM commercial solutions.

We plan to acquire and use data traces, and models, to reflect real 6G services traffic such as VR gaming and the metaverse. This will reflect more complex scenarios and more dynamic behaviour. Hence, more sophisticated DRL algorithms may be required while examining the transferability of the trained expert policies. Controlling the inflection point of latency violation in the sigmoid-based reward function and its effect on reward convergence performance is another point to be explored.
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